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2022 DEVELOPMENTS
Growth hampered by inflationary pressures
Loyalty programmes and financial services win over consumers
OXXO continues with its programme of outlet expansion

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Healthy growth expected, with OXXO chain leading the way
Players to respond to consumer demand for faster, more convenient delivery services
Focus on customer engagement through the development of services that meet evolving needs
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Supermarkets in Mexico
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2022 DEVELOPMENTS
Supermarkets adopt ‘empathetic’ communication strategies to connect with cash-strapped consumers
Outlet expansion continues apace, with a focus on eco-friendly practices, but regionality remains an issue
Players continue to adapt their business models to offer consumers greater convenience, with quick commerce entering the frame

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Steady growth expected, as supermarkets grow beyond groceries, with financial services expected to be a key business strategy
Focus on healthier, more sustainable offerings
Private labels offer much potential for growth
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2022 DEVELOPMENTS
Inflationary pressures facilitate shift towards discounters, while margins take an additional hit from government’s anti-inflation policy
Hypermarkets focus on enhancing the customer experience
Walmart continues to lead sales as players invest in supply chains to meet growing consumer demand for e-commerce

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Hypermarkets to invest in private labels and local produce in order to compete with discounters
Hypermarkets to enhance the breadth of their online services
Sustainability will be a growing trend
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2022 DEVELOPMENTS
Discounters outperform other modern grocery formats, within the context of heightened consumer price sensitivity
Digitalisation continues apace
Walmart continues to dominate sales, having invested in omnichannel and delivery capabilities
PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Value-for-money positioning of discounters will continue to appeal, as inflation remains high, although warehouse clubs could pose a threat, going forward.

Competitive landscape to remain unchanged with lack of scope for new players.

Greater investment in omnichannel strategies and delivery services.
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2022 DEVELOPMENTS

Expansion of modern formats continue to hamper sales.

Government agency-owned Diconsa and Liconsa stores remain important in remote areas.

Diconsa stores expand into Mexico city, amid concerns over inflation.

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Rapidly expanding convenience store network will pose biggest threat to small local grocers.

Food security could be at risk, as Segalmex remains embroiled in corruption allegations.

Emergence of ‘dark’ stores will pose a mounting competitive threat.
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2022 DEVELOPMENTS

Solid growth in 2022, thanks to increase in number of outlets.

Retailers make efforts to engage cash-strapped consumers.

Players continue to invest in omnichannel capabilities.

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Healthy growth expected, driven by new store openings.

Digitalisation will aid sales through greater financial inclusion.

Overcoming logistical challenges will win customers.
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Apparel and Footwear Specialists in Mexico
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2022 DEVELOPMENTS
Trend towards fast fashion, alongside sustainable focus
Growth of e-commerce returns to modest levels
Social media networks remain important tools to engage younger consumers

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Sales to recover, but consumers will remain price sensitive
Continued shift towards online sales, although reliable home delivery will remain a challenge
Garment rental and used clothing represent sustainable alternatives
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2022 DEVELOPMENTS
Signs of recovery in 2022, thanks to normalisation of consumer lifestyles and wider availability of flexible options
Grupo Sanborns SAB de CV’s ishop strengthens its lead
E-commerce remains popular

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Healthy growth despite inflationary pressures
Opportunity to work towards a more sustainable future
Expected entry of new players, as economy recovers
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2022 DEVELOPMENTS

Minimal growth in 2022, as inflationary pressures cause consumers to postpone home improvement projects, with outlet numbers remaining below pre-pandemic levels

Competition from department stores and hypermarkets

E-commerce continues to have significant impact on sales

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Inflationary pressures will see consumers shy away from discretionary purchases, but shift towards national suppliers could lead to lower prices

IKEA set to strengthen its operations in Mexican market

Players must evolve to meet changing consumer needs, with ageing population and complementary services offering further opportunities
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2022 DEVELOPMENTS

Inflationary pressures hamper sales in 2022, despite rising levels of health consciousness, but outlet numbers begin to recover

Pharmacy chains maintain a significant presence

E-commerce is an emerging trend

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Pharmacies to play an important role in medical care

Inflationary pressures to have an impact on sales, with e-commerce remaining very much a secondary channel

Beauty specialists to benefit from business expansion
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Vending in Mexico

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2022 DEVELOPMENTS

Full recovery in 2022, thanks to return to pre-pandemic lifestyles
New product categories offer potential
Grupo Bimbo and Pepsi-Cola Mexicana remain dominant

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Range of products will continue to widen, with a focus on healthier options
Contactless payment options will become commonplace
Vending represents an investment opportunity for new entrants, going forward
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2022 DEVELOPMENTS

Players seek new ways to connect with consumers
Direct selling is seen as a valuable source of additional income, with traditional catalogues remaining popular
Hair and beauty and fashion dominant sales

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Direct selling will continue to play an important role, with seasonal collection offering future potential
Players will look to adopt omnichannel strategies, given intensifying competition from e-commerce, with rapid delivery being seen as essential
More consumers could look to become direct selling agents as economic pressures prevail
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2022 DEVELOPMENTS

Platform development fuel growth, with new categories entering the online shopping landscape
Fraud remains a significant concern for many consumers
Grocery shopping offers much potential for growth

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Greater digital inclusion to fuel growth
Technological advancements will transform online shopping
Speed of delivery will enhance the e-commerce experience
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